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1. Software Product Overview

GoldVIP provides a reference software integration platform for vehicle network processing applications like service-oriented gateways. It streamlines S32G hardware evaluation and accelerates software development with ease-of-use, hardware abstraction, software integration and visualization.

GoldVIP provides an out of the box integration of open source software components and third party software on top of the S32G software ecosystem, offering both AUTOSAR™ and Linux® rapid development and sample applications. The key value propositions of the S32G hardware accelerators are showcased through example use cases, fast deployment and visualization.

The targeted use cases include, but are not limited to:
- CAN and Ethernet data routing with and without acceleration and Intrusion Detection;
- Connected vehicle including over-the-air (OTA) updates and Vehicle-to-Cloud support using AWS IoT Greengrass;
- In-vehicle services deployment with support for virtualization and containers;
- Vehicle network processing applications, network security and security services;
Figure 1. S32G VEHICLE INTEGRATION PLATFORM (GoldVIP) Block Diagram
2. Software Content

This section contains a description of the modules integrated in the GoldVIP deliverable:

- Linux BSP
- Low Latency Communication Engine (LLCE) driver and standard firmware
- Packet Forwarding Engine (PFE) driver and standard firmware
- Real-Time Drivers
- Hardware Security Engine standard firmware
- Platform Software Integration Bootloader
- S32 Safety Software Framework
- SJA1110 Ethernet Switch standard firmware and telemetry application
- Yocto
- AWS IoT Greengrass
- Argus IDPS
- EB tresos AutoCore
- Airbiquity OTAmatic® Software
- Docker

2.1. Linux BSP

NXP Automotive Linux BSP follows the general layout of a BSP, containing a bootloader (U-Boot), a hypervisor (Xen® Project), Arm® Trusted Firmware (ATF), the Linux kernel, a root file system, which can contain various libraries and middleware, and sample applications. The objective is to enable more hardware platforms, to build on top of the NXP Automotive Processing (AP) Linux BSP and add supplemental components such as drivers or applications.

2.2. Low Latency Communication Engine (LLCE) driver and standard firmware

The Low Latency Communication Engine (LLCE) controls the traditional automotive communication interfaces such as CAN, LIN, and FlexRay™. The LLCE offloads the Host CPU from all interface level tasks, while maintaining performance and compatibility with the AUTOSAR standard. LLCE enablement consist of binary images for the code running on each of the LLCE cores. The firmware services are integrated into the AUTOSAR Communication stack via AUTOSAR MCAL drivers that are provided by NXP.

2.3. Packet Forwarding Engine driver and standard firmware

The Packet Forwarding Engine (PFE) consists of three software components: PFE Firmware, Ethernet drivers, Configuration API – FCI (Fast Control Interface). The PFE is capable of offloading the computing intensive operations of Ethernet packet routing from the application cores, while providing a high degree of configuration through the FCI.
2.4. **Real-Time Drivers**
The Real-Time Drivers (RTD) is a set of AUTOSAR compliant device drivers responsible for hardware abstraction and enablement of the NXP devices. The Complex Device Drivers provided on top of the required AUTOSAR drivers create a rich ecosystem for developers and applications.

2.5. **Hardware Security Engine standard firmware**
The Hardware Security Engine (HSE) is an NXP dedicated security core that runs secure firmware. The HSE enables offloading of the most common security algorithms from the CPU to the dedicated hardware, key storage, secure boot, while serving as a secure enclave. The HSE Security (standard) Firmware is delivered in executable form, encrypted and signed by NXP.

2.6. **Platform Software Integration Bootloader**
The Platform Software Integration Bootloader prepares the system to be able to execute code by loading application images from Non-Volatile Memory to RAM. The bootloader prepares the system partitioning for the applications, ensures data integrity using the HSE and performs a safety check on the system using the SAF.

2.7. **S32 Safety Software Framework**
The S32 Safety Software Framework (SAF) is a software product containing software components for establishing the safety foundation for customer’s safety applications compliant with ISO 26262 functional safety. It allows integration up to ASIL D automotive safety integrity level.

2.8. **SJA1110 Ethernet Switch standard firmware and telemetry application**
The NXP SJA1110 is a family of four, pin-compatible and software-compatible automotive Ethernet Switch SoC offering a scalable solution for all automotive applications. All SJA1110 variants come with hardware-assisted security and safety capabilities, multi-gigabit SGMII interfaces and the latest AVB and TSN standards. In one of GoldVIP telemetry use cases, a telemetry application making use of AWS IoT Greengrass which was added on top of the standard SJA1110 firmware to allow statistics from the Ethernet Switch to be sent to the cloud.

2.9. **Yocto**
The Yocto component is responsible for providing a way of building all GoldVIP components and tools necessary to create the binary images that run on the target NXP hardware. It gives developers and clients the flexibility to supplement the provided images with other tools, binaries and utilities that should be part of the final root file system on the target hardware.

2.10. **AWS IoT Greengrass**
AWS IoT Greengrass is an Internet of Things (IoT) open source edge runtime and cloud service that helps you build, deploy, and manage device software.

2.11. **Argus IDPS**
Argus Intrusion Detection Prevention System monitors and analyzes in-vehicle network communication in real time to detect cyber security attacks and suspicious network activity. Argus network protection uses various techniques, such as deep packet inspection and timing and context analysis, to provide accurate, detailed alerts of suspicious events in CAN and Ethernet networks.
2.12. **EB tresos AutoCore**
EB tresos AutoCore is an industry-leading implementation of AUTOSAR-compliant basic software for automotive electronic control units (ECUs). This versatile solution is based on AUTOSAR 4.x. It provides a modular and extensible framework and is a perfect software base for developing innovative ECU software applications.

2.13. **Airbiquity OTAmatic Software**
Airbiquity OTAmatic software is an automated and secure Over-The-Air (OTA) service delivery tailored for automotive applications. It consists of three main software components: OTAmatic Server, Client and Agent. These three components operate in a secure and safe manner ensuring A/B swap capabilities and data integrity.

2.14. **Docker**
A docker image recipe is provided, containing demo scripts for ease of use and a Graphical User Interface (GUI) ready to be deployed on an Ubuntu® target. This ensures an Out-Of-The-Box-Experience for the user and provides a lot of insight into the S32G and its capabilities for developers.
3. Supported Targets

The software described in this document is intended to be used with the following NXP S32:

- S32G2

Hardware platforms supported:

- S32G Reference Design Board 2 (RDB2) - (S32G-VNP-RDB2)
- S32G2 GoldBox (S32G-VNP-GLDBOX)
4. Quality, Standards Compliance and Testing Approach

The GoldVIP product is developed according to NXP Software Development Processes that are Automotive-SPICE (tailored for open source), IATF16949 and ISO 9001 compliant.
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